In this paper, we introduce a novel combined reward cum penalty loss function to handle the regression problem. The proposed combined reward cum penalty loss function penalizes the data points which lie outside the -tube of the regressor and also assigns reward for the data points which lie inside of the -tube of the regressor. The combined reward cum penalty loss function based regression (RP--SVR) model has several interesting properties which are investigated in this paper and are also supported with the experimental results.
Introduction
Past few decades have witnessed the evolution of the Support Vector Regression (SVR) model (Vapnik et al. [1], Drucker et al. [2] , Smola and Scholkopf [3] , Gunn [4] , Vapnik [5] ) as a promising tool for handling the problem of function approximation. It has been successfully used in a wide variety of applications, e.g. [6] to [7] . SVR models have also been extended in non-parallel framework e.g. [8] to [9] .
Given a training set T = {(x i , y i ) : x i ∈ R n , y i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, .., l}, a typical SVR model determines a regressor f (x) = w T x + b , w ∈ R n ,b ∈ R in feature space for predicting the response of a unseen test point. It uses the training set to minimize the empirical risk. In addition to this, it also minimizes a regularization term in its optimization problem for minimizing the structural risk.
There exist several SVR models in the literature. These models commonly use different types of loss functions to measure their empirical risk along with different types of regularizations. Some of them are as follows.
(i) The standard -SVR model (Drucker et al. [2] ) uses the -insensitive loss function to measure the empirical risk with the regularization term
(ii) The standard Least Squares Support Vector Regression (LS-SVR) model (Suykens and Vandewalle [10] ) uses the quadratic loss function to measure the empirical risk along with the regularization term 1 2 w T w.
(iii) Maximum Likelihood Optimal and Robust Support Vector Regression model (Karal [11] ) uses the lncosh loss function to measure the empirical risk with the regularization term 1 2 w T w.
(iv) Huber loss function based SVR (Gunn [4] ) uses the Huber loss function to measure the empirical risk along with the regularization term
(v) L 1 -norm SVR (Tanveer et al. [12] ) uses the -insensitive loss function for measuring the empirical risk with the L 1 -norm regularization term 1 2 ||w|| 1 .
(vi) Large-margin Distribution Machine based Regression (LDMR) model (Rastogi et al. [13] ) uses a linear combination of the -insensitive loss function and the quadratic loss function for measuring the empirical risk with the L 2 -norm regularization.
(vii) Penalizing--generalized SVR (Anand et al., [14] ) uses the generalizedloss function to measure the empirical risk along with the regularization term 1 2 w T w.
These various loss functions used in the aforementioned SVR models are suitable for different noise density models.
In existing SVR models, the standard -SVR model is the oldest and most popular one. The standard -SVR model minimizes the regularization 1 2 w T w to make the estimated regressor as flat as possible along with -insensitive loss function to minimize the empirical risk. The -insensitive loss function is given as follows
where ≥ 0 is a parameter. The use of -insensitive loss function in standard -SVR model makes it to ignore those data points which lie inside the -tube of the regressor f (x). The data points which lie outside the -tube are penalized in the optimization problem to bring them close to the −tube. These data points along with the data points lying on the boundary of the -tube of f (x) constitute 'support vectors' which only decide the orientation and position of the regressor f (x). The use of the -insensitive loss function in the -SVR model enables it to avoid over fitting of the data points and also makes it a sparse regression model but, it also causes it to lose some information contained in the training set in the sense that data points lying inside of the -tube are ignored in the construction of regressor. Further, the performance of the -SVR model is subjected to having a right choice of the value of the . A wrong choice of may result in the loss of vital part of the information contained in the training set and can lead to poor generalization ability.
To improve the existing SVR model based on the -insensitive loss function, we propose a new loss function termed as 'reward cum penalty loss function'. Unlike the existing loss function, the proposed reward cum penalty loss function can take both positive and negative values. Here, a positive value represents 'penalty' and a negative value represent 'reward'. It penalizes those data points which do not lie on the desired location and rewards those data points which lie on the desired location. The proposed reward cum penalty loss function is given by
where τ 2 , τ 1 and ≥ 0 are parameters. For the regression training set T = {(x i , y i ) :
., l}, the above proposed loss function can be used to measure the empirical error as follow
where τ 2 ≥ τ 1 and > 0 are parameters. Figure 1 shows the graph of a typical reward cum penalty loss function for different values of τ 2 ≥ τ 1 ≥ 0. The proposed reward cum penalty loss function reduces to the popular -insensitive loss function for τ 2 = 1 and τ 1 = 0. Figure 2 shows the graph of reward cum penalty loss for different values of τ 2 ≥ τ 1 ≤ 0. It can also be observed that the proposed reward cum penalty loss function is a convex function for τ 2 ≥ τ 1 ≥ 0 but, for τ 1 ≤ 0, it loses its convexity. Therefore, in our subsequent discussion we shall always assume τ 2 ≥ τ 1 ≥ 0.
To build the regression model based on the proposed reward cum penalty loss function, we use the same for measuring the empirical risk of the training set which is minimized in the proposed optimization problem along with the regularization term (i) The optimization problem of the proposed RP--SVR formulation is a convex programing problem for τ 2 ≥ τ 1 ≥ 0 which can therefore be solved efficiently.
(ii) In the proposed RP--SVR, the reward cum penalty loss function assigns the penalty τ 2 (|y i − f (x i )| − ) for the data points which lie outside the -tube. The data points which lie inside the -tube are assigned a reward
The trade-off between the reward and the penalty can be controlled by the parameters τ 1 and τ 2 . In this way, the proposed RP--SVR model encourages the data points to lie inside of the -tube and closer to the regressor f (x) and avoid the over-fitting simultaneously.
(iii) The reward cum penalty loss function used in the RP--SVR model is a more general loss function. For different values of the parameters τ 1 and τ 2 , it facilitates different rates of penalization and reward for the data points according to their positions. Section 4.2 of this paper shows that proposed reward cum penalty loss function is optimal for a family of noise densities for different choices of τ 1 and τ 2 . The well known Vapnik and Laplace noise densities belong to this family of noise densities with particular values of τ 2 and τ 1 . That is why, the proposed RP--SVR model is expected to have better generalization ability than -SVR model. Though an extensive experimentation is reported in the experimental section of this paper, a simple MATLAB(in.mathworks.com) simulation in Fig. 3 shows the efficacy of the RP--SVR model over -SVR model.
(iv) The proposed RP--SVR model is a sparse regression model. As opposed to the -SVR model, the RP--SVR model can enjoy the full use of the information contained in the training set without losing the sparsity of its solution vector. The -SVR formulation loses the information contained in the training set by ignoring the data points which lie inside the -tube. Also, the outliers which are supposed to lie outside the -tube effect the regressor. In the RP--SVR formulation, every training point is either rewarded or penalized. In this way, every training point participates in the measurement of the empirical risk which reduces the effect of the outliers in the estimation of the regressor.
(v) In the -SVR model, a good choice of the value of is required as the value of the decides that which of the training points will be ignored and which of them will participate in the estimation of the regressor. That is why, the performance of the -SVR model is much sensitive to the value of the , which can also be visualized from Fig. 3 . Further, it can be visualized from Fig. 3 that though the proposed RP--SVR model also requires the presumption of ≥ 0 but, it is not much sensitive to the value of the as it believes in the full utilization of the training set.
(vi) The proposed RP--SVR model is based on the concept of the reward cum penalty loss function. Though in the best of our knowledge, there does not seem to exist any direct concept of this nature in the regresssion literature but, some of the works like ( Takeuchi et al. [15] , Huang et al. [16] and Huang et al. [17] ) use similar idea indirectly in the context of classification.
We now describe notations used in the rest of this paper. All vectors are taken as column vector unless it has been specified otherwise. The rest of this paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes existing -SVR model. In Section 3, the proposed RP--SVR model has been formulated for its linear and non-linear cases. In Section 4, we have obtained the optimal noise density function corresponding to the proposed reward cum penalty loss function used in RP--SVR model and also argued about the sparsity of the proposed RP--SVR model. Section 5 evaluates the proposed RP--SVR model using the numerical results which is obtained by the experiments carried on several artificial and UCI benchmark datasets. Section 5 concludes this paper.
-Support Vector Regression
The standard -SVR minimizes
which can be equivalently converted to the following Quadratic Programming Problem (QPP)
subject to,
Here C > 0 is the user specified positive parameter that balances the trade off between the training error and the flatness of the approximating function.
To solve the primal problem (4) efficiently, we write the corresponding Wolfe dual (Mangasarian, [18] ) using KKT conditions. The Wolfe dual of the primal problem (4) has been obtained as follows.
After finding the optimal values of β 1 and β 2 , the estimated value for the test point x is given by f (x) = (β 1 − β 2 ) T Ax + b.
Reward cum Penalty -Support Vector Regression
The RP--SVR model minimizes
where τ 2 ≥ τ 1 ≥ 0 and > 0 are parameters. Let us introduce a l-dimensional column error vector ξ where (6) can be written as follows
Linear Reward cum Penalty-SVR
The optimization problem (7) can be converted to the following standard QPP
where ξ 1 and ξ 2 are l-dimensional slack variables. The QPP (8) reduces to QPP (4) of the standard -SVR model with the particular choice of parameters τ 2 =1 and τ 1 = 0. It makes the standard -SVR model a particular case of the proposed RP--SVR formulation.
In order to find a solution of primal problem (8), we need to derive its Wolfe dual (Mangasarian, [18] ). For this, we write the Lagrangian function for primal 
Using the above KKT conditions, the Wolfe dual (Mangasarian, [18] ) of primal problem (8) can be obtained as follows
After obtaining the solution of the dual problem (22) , the value of w can be obtained from the KKT condition (9) as follows
Let us now define the following sets
Then taking i ∈ S 1 and making use of the KKT conditions (13) and (15), we get
and
But (24) and (25) give ξ
On similar lines, taking j ∈ S 2 and τ 1 = τ 2 , we obtain
In practice, for each i ∈ S 1 and each j ∈ S 2 , we calculate the values of b from (26) and (27) respectively and take their average value as the final value of b. For the given test point x ∈ R n , the estimated response is obtained
Non-linear Reward cum Penalty-SVR
The non-linear RP--SVR model seeks to determine the regressor
where φ : R n → H is a non-linear mapping and H is an appropriate higher dimensional feature space.
The non-linear RP--SVR model solves the following optimization problem
Similar to the linear RP--SVR model, the corresponding Wolfe dual (Mangasarian, [18] ) problem of the primal problem (29) is obtained as
A positive definite kernel K(A, A T ), satisfying the Mercer condition (Scholkopf and Smola [19] ), is used to obtain φ(A)φ(A)
T without explicit knowledge of mapping φ. Thus problem (30) reduces to min (γ1,γ2,λ1,λ2)
For the given test point x ∈ R n , the determined regressor gives the value
4 Properties of proposed RP--SVR model
Sparsity of proposed RP--SVR model
Preposition-1 For a given τ 2 > τ 1 and data point (x i , y i ), the α 
from KKT condition (13) and (15) 
and 
and ξ
But, the KKT conditions (18) is
After putting the value of the ξ i 2 from 38 , we get
which is not possible as (
On the similar line, we can show that α (11) and (12), we can obtain
Also, from Preposition-1 and Preposition-2 , we have
and α
respectively. From which, we can infer that there will exist only one of possible three cases when a data point (x i , y i ) is lying inside of the -tube for a given τ 2 > τ 1 . 
Maximal likelihood approach and loss functions
Let T = {(x i , y i ), x i ∈ R n , y i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, ...l} be the given training set. It is assumed that values (x i , y i ) are related by unknown function f such that where ξ i are independent and identically distributed random variables form an unknown distribution p(ξ). The celebrated Statistical Learning Theory (Vapnik, [5] ) employs the maximal likelihood principle to derive the 'optimal' loss function for a given distribution function p(ξ). This 'optimal' loss function is used to determine the regressor f for the estimation of the response y j for a given test data point x j . Here the 'optimal' is understood in terms of maximizing the 'likelihood function' for the given training set T , which is given by
Since p(ξ i ) ≥ 0 for all i, the maximization of the likelihood function (45) is equivalent to the maximization of the log of the likelihood function. Therefore (45) is equivalent to
Now the specific assumption about the density of noise model will specify the computed loss function which should be used for measuring the empirical error for finding the estimator function f . We describe following robust densities of noise which lead to different popular loss functions.
(i) Laplace noise distribution:
This noise model is given by
On substituting (47) into (46), we get
which is equivalent to the minimization of the Laplace loss L(ξ) = |ξ| for the training set T . (ii) Vapnik distribution : It is one of the popular noise models used in the standard SVR formulation and is defined as
On substituting (49) into (46), we get
where
is the -insensitive loss function used in the standard SVR formulation. Fig 5 shows the -insensitive loss function and its corresponding density function.
(iii) Huber distribution : It is a mixed noise model which is described as where
is Huber loss function . Fig 6 shows the Huber loss function and its corresponding density function.
(iv) Distribution of noise for the proposed reward cum penalty loss function:
We now present an analysis of above nature for our proposed reward cum penalty loss function RP τ1,τ2 (u). Let us consider a noise model which follows the density function
Substituting (54) in (46) we get
which is equivalent to the minimization of the proposed reward cum penalty loss function. Fig 7 shows the proposed reward cum penalty loss function and its corresponding density function.
Here, it is interesting to note that equation (54) represents a family of noise densities for different choices of τ 1 and τ 2 . Therefore, as a consequence, (55) represents a family of loss function for different value of τ 1 and τ 2 .
In particular, the density function of Laplace distribution and Vapnik distribution belongs to the family of densities (54) with the particular choice of the parameters (τ 2 = 1, τ 1 = 0) and (τ 2 = 1, τ 1 = 1) respectively. Hence, we can argue that the proposed loss function is a more general loss function in the sense that it is optimal to a wide range of noise models which also include the Vapnik and Laplace noise models.
Experimental Results
To study the behavior of the proposed RP--SVR model, we have tested it on eight artificial and ten real world UCI benchmark (Blake CI and Merz CJ [20] ) datasets. The performance of the RP--SVR model has also been compared with existing -SVR model on these datasets. The numerical results on these datasets illustrate that irrespective of the nature of the noise present in these datasets, the proposed RP--SVR model always obtains far better generalization ability than existing -SVR model. 
Performance Criteria
For evaluating the performance of the regression methods, we introduce some commonly used evaluation criteria. Without loss of generality, let l and k be the number of the training samples and testing samples respectively. Furthermore, for i = 1, 2, ...k, let y i be the predicted value for the response value y i andȳ = (i) SSE: Sum of squared error of testing, which is defined as SSE=
2 . SSE represents the fitting precision.
(ii) SST : Sum of squared deviation of testing samples, which is defined as
SST shows the underlying variance of the testing samples.
(iii) SSR : Sum of square deviation of the testing samples which can be explained by the estimated regressor. It is defined as SSR =
(iv) RMSE : Root mean square of the testing error, which is defined as RMSE
(v) MAE: Mean absolute error of testing, which is defined as 
Artificial Datasets
We have synthesized some artificial datasets to show the efficacy of the proposed method over the other existing methods . To compare the noise-insensitivty of the regression methods, only training sets were added with different types of noises in these artificial datasets. For the training samples (x i , y i ) for i = 1, 2, .., l, following types of datasets have been generated.
TYPE 1:-
and x i is from U [−4π, 4π].
TYPE 2:-
TYPE 3:-
TYPE 4:-
TYPE 5:-
TYPE 6:-
TYPE 7:-
y i = x i − 1 4 + sin(π(1 + x i − 1 4 )) + 1 + ξ i , ξ i ∼ U [−0.4, 0.4] and x i is from U [−4π, 4π].
TYPE 8:-
All datasets contain 100 training samples with noise and 500 non-noise testing samples. To avoid the biased comparison, ten independent groups of noisy samples were generated randomly in MATLAB (http://in.mathworks.com/) for all type of datasets. Table 1 lists the numerical results obtained from the experiments carried on the artificial datasets.
The numerical results show that irrespective of the evaluation criteria and nature of noise present in the dataset, the proposed RP--SVR model always owns far better generalization ability than existing -SVR model. Figure 8 Table 1 , though it utilizes the full information of the training set. Figure 9 shows the plot of the SSE/SST values obtained using the proposed RP--SVR model against different τ 1 values for a fixed value of the parameter τ 2 on artificial datasets. It can be visualized that there exists several τ 1 values for which the proposed RP--SVR model obtains better SSE/SST values than -SVR model. Further it can also be observed that the plot of SSE/SST values is continuous and piecewise linear with respect to values of τ 1 . [22] ) method has been used to report the numerical results for these datasets. Table 2 lists the numerical results obtained from the experiments carried on the UCI datasets. The proposed RP--SVR always performs better than -SVR model on several τ 1 values on given datasets. The tunned parameters of the -SVR method is also listed for different datasets. Figure 10 shows the plot of the RMSE values obtained by the proposed RP--SVR model against different τ 1 values for the fixed value of the τ 2 listed in the Table 2 on UCI datasets. The proposed RP--SVR model can perform better than -SVR model on several τ 1 values as the RP--SVR model is more general model than -SVR model. The best value of the τ 1 is different with datasets.
UCI datasets
The proposed RP--SVR model is basically an improvement over popular and widely used -SVR model. Therefore the numerical results presented in the Table 2 compares the proposed RP--SVR model with the -SVR model and are enough to empirically show that the proposed model is a better substitute of the -SVR model. These numerical results also establishes the efficacy of the proposed reward cum penalty loss function over existing -insensitive loss functions.
We have also compared the performance of proposed RP--SVR model with some other existing traditional SVR models namely Huber SVR [4] and LS-SVR [10] . Further, we have also compared the proposed RP--SVR model with some recent SVR models namely L 1 -Norm SVR model [12] and LDMR model. The parameters of these models has also been tuned using Exhaustive search method [21] in their appropriate range. For the comparison, we have picked up three more UCI datasets namely Boston Housing, Motorcycle and Wine quality (Red). Datasets were partitioned into the training set and testing set randomly ten times and numerical results were reported by taking the mean and variance of the obtained numbers. The cardinality of training set and testing set has been listed in the Table 3 . Table  3 also lists the comparison of the performance of the proposed RP--SVR model and other traditional and recent SVR models along with the CPU time. It can be observed that the performance of the proposed RP--SVR model is not only better than standard -SVR model but, it also outperforms the other existing SVR models.
Conclusions
This paper proposes a novel reward cum penalty loss function for handling the regression problem. Unlike the other existing loss functions, it can also take negative values. Like -insensitive loss function, the reward cum penalty loss function not only penalizes data points which lie outside the -tube of the regressor f (x) but, it also assigns reward for the data points lying inside the -tube. The trade-off between the reward and penalty can be controlled by the parameters τ 1 and τ 2 . In this way, the proposed RP--SVR model encourages data points to lie inside the -tube and closer to the regressor f (x). Unlike -SVR model, the reward cum penalty loss function based SVR (RP--SVR) can use full information of the training set along with simultaneous avoidance of overfitting and preservation of the sparsity of the solution vector. The standard -SVR model is a particular case of the proposed RP--SVR model with choice of the parameters τ 2 = 1 and τ 1 = 0. Experimental results on several artificial and real world datasets show that the proposed RP--SVR model owns far better generalization ability than existing -SVR model.
There are some potential problems for future studies. It includes the development of a fast algorithm for solving the QPP of RP--SVR model. It will make the RP--SVR model suitable for the large scale datasets. A traversal algorithm for finding the best τ 1 value in RP--SVR model is also required. Further, the theoretical analysis of the proposed reward cum penalty loss function is also very crucial for its extension to the other relevant fields.
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